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Thursday, October 28, 2010

GangStalkers Have Created Howmlessness

On Septemeber 3'rd 2010 I heard that the Learning Disabled Woman who was Tortured in Dearborn Mi-Paid her rent on September 3'rd 2010 by purchasing a
USPS Money Order as she always has,and then paid to have it mailed Return Receipt-to the Property owner-in Southfield Mi 8-10 miles away. This apartment
is located in Dearborn Mi.After suffiecient time went by she did what she always has done went online to confirm the delivery status of the Money Order ("thru
the Track and Confirm feature at USPS.com)" that was mailed to the Property owner Return Receipt.After 10 days The 13 the of September the USPS.com's
Track and Confirm Feature was showing that this item was not delivered yet-And of October 27'th it is still showing it hasnt been delivered yet.WHY whould it
take almost 50 days and counting for a Return Receit Certified item of mail to reach a destinination 8-10 miles from where it was mailed to. 
CAN THE WHY be explained by typing in at Google- 
GangStalking and Postal Employees or 
GangStalking and Mail Theft or 
GangStalking and Mail Delayment- 
And Notice when you type in these key phrases how many responses you get from Google concerning these key phrases showing that "the CAN this be the
reason" be happining to other GangStalking Targets". 
So why does a Money Order that was mailed Return Receipt for the payment of Rent for the month of September 2010-why hasnt it ever been delivered. 
Right before this woman sighned the lease to this Apartment and right after, she notarized certain prediction that pertain to GangStalking patterns of
behavior's that have happened in the past, on paper,and since they have created homelessness of this woman in the past she knew they whould again,thats
why she wanted proof of the purchase of money orders she mailed for rent and proof they were mailed to the property owner-see when something is mailed
return recept you have to sighn for it-that way legally they couldnt say it was lost in the mail or steal it at either end"without their being a trace that it was
purchsed and who it was mailed to"because their is a receipt number attached to the return receipt card"-. 
Now Rembering all of this croosreference it to the following-The victim this deliberatley tightened the noose on the effects of teh GangStalking tactics taht
were being utilized against her everyday-what tactics are these- 
Go to oogle and type in 
GangStalkers rent adjacent to their targets, reveiew the amount of responses Google throws back at you in reference to this Phrase-Also note how many
apartments that they will rent around the apartment of the target,See Gnagstalkers rent apartments that/include up to right below the target andacross the
target and on either or both sides to a target.And why do they do this to Harass the Target to LITERAL set up Audio and Visual survallance of a Target,to
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sensitize a target to the harrassment and the reinforcement of Anxiety, Fear, Intimidation, concerning the Direct Conversation's topics A GangStalking tactic-
that is found under the techniques page on www.GanStalking World.com-that are delivered see when a person is traumatized as a result of a crime being
perpetrated against them they remeber the assualt,and what was said during the assualt,welp in this case the GangStalkers whould repaat over and over
again everysingle day at this apartment all of the phrases, topics, and words,that were mentioned during the Torture,---THis was done to try to activate a
Conditioned response that the Woman was conditioned to do at the tme of the initial Torture experiences.Its called Classical Conditioning thru pairing a stimuli
to a response, --The Stimuli being the constant repating of these word's,topics,and phrases and the memories that they whould invoke because they were
paired with the torture,. 
Now here are two items to look at go to Google type in 
Alcoholics ANonymous and GangStalking-then scroll 
to the Web Page that say's AA and Hate Dissemination 
Within this Web Page is a ABOUT Feature,Click on it- 
then scroll to the Paragraph that mention's how another person was constantley surrounded by people wjo whould repeat teh same word's and topics around
them. 
Now at this time go back to www.GangStalkingWorld.com and go to the Techniques page within this Web Page-Then scroll to Sensitization-Notice how when
this girl was raped they shoved a sock in her mouth then followed her around and thru socks in her path-this is done to invoke memories of the intila assualt
and to intimidate this Girl that another may occur,it also clearly illustrates they stalked her to remind her,and since your one this Web Page review Direct
Convdersation's. 
So the repeated 24/7 Topic's,dialog set's and phraes were used to provoke and keep reinforced hate dissemnation "the cultivation of hate because tehy were
used to constantley provoke the memorie's of teh torture and that this woman was constantley being hararssed by them,combine this with the street theaters
everywheir she went-and other sensistization schemes they developed after the tiome periods Torture,They also sensitized this woman to their deliberate
association between them and the landlord,his son,and other GanGstalkers who rented apartments adjacent to this woman-They were in her face and life
everywheir she went.24/7-So she tightened the noose in reference to the effects triggering the Response, they kept trying to trigger, and reinforce, to these
harrassment campaighns that were directley tied to the initial response to the torture --its called double binding in Psychology-and when they seen she wasnt
being triggered they created Homelessness by delaying the Mail for/every month-which they did to create anxiety state's-"Mail being the Rent-they fear
conditioned her into beliveing they were goin to steal her rent,and she'd have to move as a result and when they seen that she whould not be triigered to this
added actic to the harrassment campaighns they delayed it indefinitley up to this date,because THEY knew it had already been associated to the Landlord
and property owner and the target that the Landlord and property owner wheir infused with this harrassment campaighn,Think about it, how could coordinated
renting of Apartments around,and below the target be acheived with out their cooperation,so as a result of this and other association that were deliberatley
formed between the GanGStalkers and teh Landlord concerning the Target she knew that they could easily just lie and Re-lie when needed about this never
deliverd Rent-sya they got it wait until Octobers rent is paid/then say we discovered it was a acoounting error and we didnt receive rent in September and
when the difference isnt covered then Eviction is created Legally-.Also- Police Reports were fiiled concerning them breakng into her Apartment in July and
August 2010-and the target caught the landlord lying twice that Rent was deliverd and him giving her a Flimsey peiece of paper showing that they did recieve
it in September-which could be then explained that it was 
a mistake "after October rent is paid and that we didnt discover it until after they picked up Octobers rent-them then getting away with 2 months rent and
createing legal eviction.Also REMEMBER Track and Confirm shows it was never deliverd why and wheir is it today as of October 28-2010 almost 55 days
later-This was about createing Homelessness and while also creating the WANTING OF THE TARGET TO JUST GET UP AND LEAVE AFTER the Anxiety
Chasing events of chasing down the return receipt every single month the Fear Conditioning of are they going to steal my rent this month "See they kept
delaying it every month and sending her eveiction notice's they did this in June- and August and Finally delaying it permantley in Septemeber,Why because
the effects of the 24/7 harrassment campaighns were not triggreing the conditioned response and they knew the target put up additional solid obstacle's to the
efefcts triggering the conditioned response so they had no other choice-but to actually create the Homelessness-Also take not that the target was
Blogging,abouut events and experiences throughout the midst of these Harrsament campaighn's and they knew she was palllning a visit and purched a
transportation ticket to a Civil Rights organization concerning the Gangstalking they ascertaing this thru the GangStalkingf Tactic of Cyber survallance that is
also found on the internet--I heard the Dearborn Police have Deliberatley Filed 3 False Police reports that target has made in reference to two of the
Apartments she was tortured in.Type in GangStalking the Police and false Police reports on Google-.Now will they expolit the Homelessness-they created it
for a reason-By the way the Harrasment campaighn that were deliverd at this apartment the Reapeated word's topics and converstaion's toward this woman by
the Gangstalkers were delivered using the Hallway outside of her door and when she'd get up to open the door you could hear them run into their apartment-
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one time they tripped as they ran and fell into their own doorway. 
Go to http://sites.google/site/mcrais concerning Ritual abuse 
THis Crime Began openeley in Dearborn Mi-it the Torture Campaighn was initiated by this Woman AA sponser's of Dearborn AA Meeting and Dearborn Heights
meetin Members-Their First and Last names are known and-the same GangStalkers who are connected to Stalking her today are using the same exact
harrasment campaighns that dirrectley connected these AA memebers to what they solicited right at the Time the Torture sequence began-THis is the 100 %
Pure thruth.Which shows the deliberate connection between these GangStalkers and them and to ebveryone that has been used to expedite it on still occuring
ca,paighn gthat literally still goes on today--Also Go to Google and look up Directional Sound Wave's it is a discovered method on how they expedite this thing
they call Voice to Skull-this is litterally literally a assest one they hope the public dooesnt belive because it's not something the public has been openley
introduced to but is all over every single GangStalking web page 
Below is some incerpts concerning this mentioned web page 
Mind Control:  

Systematic control of people’s memories, thoughts, feelings, and behaviors by others. It may involve ritual abuse. 

Ritual Abuse:  

Methodical and severe abuse of people with deception, training, and exploitation by others. It always involves mind control. 

Control and Abuse Sources  

Governments 

ò 

Individuals 

and Groups 

ð 

Mind-Controlled 

People 

http://sites.google/site/mcrais
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ï 

Cults and 

Secret Societies 

ñ 

Gangs and 

Organized Crime 

Control and Abuse Basics 1 

Deception: Hidden and disguised recruitment, training, and activities. 

Debility: Physical, biological, and psychological attacks weaken individuals. 

Dependency: Tactics and drugs employed destroy self-sufficiency and force reliance on manipulators. 

Dread: Cruelty and confusion techniques create depression, uncertainty, numbness, fear, and rage. 

Dysfunctions: Methods cause memory loss (amnesia), blocking of awareness (dissociation), hypnotic trance, and mindless obedience. 

Double Amnesia: Procedures make people unaware of their lost memories (amnesia for amnesia). 

Desensitization: Diminished thoughts, emotions, and behaviors are replaced with induced responses. 
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Control and Abuse Methods  

1 

Individuals are manipulated, isolated, and debilitated. 
2 

People are conditioned by disguised training, torture, drugs, electroshock, and hypnosis. 
3 

Tactics cause amnesia, dissociation, trance, and automatic compliance. 
4 

Controllers manage the people and situations. 
5 

Imposed behaviors are reinforced and events covered up. 

ã 
ß 
Continuous Cycle 

ß 
å 
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Control and Abuse Results  

Controllers  

Mind-Controlled People  

Dominate people by concealed methods. 
è 
Molded into roles such as informer, enforcer, courier, performer, lover, etc. 

Use signals (post-hypnotic cues) to trigger conditioned responses. 
è 
Repeatedly react with controllers’ prepared behaviors. 

The signals include gestures, lights, symbols, words, sounds, smells, touches, substances, etc. 
è 
Made to obey but don’t know the signals and believe abusers’ ideas are their own thoughts and motives. 

Coordinate the exploitation and secrecy. 
è 
Usually unaware of the hidden conditioning, control, and activities. 

1 Based on “Brainwashing, conditioning and DDD (debility, dependency, and dread),” E. Farber, Harry F. Harlow, and Louis Jolyon West, Sociometry, 1957, 20,
271-283; and Cults In Our Midst, Margaret Thaler Singer with Janja Lalich, San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1995, Chapter 11. 
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Wednesday, September 22, 2010

GangStalkers Delibertley Create Homelessness-How

Below is a description of how GangStalkers Evict a tenant thru a series of Orchestrated Tactic's all that can be found by typing in Each Mentioned Tactic that
is illustrated in this Blog-- 
This blog will be sectioned according to how each Tactic is utilized aginst This Woman To acheive Deliberate Created Homelssness--- 
Each section will be posted by seprating the Pargraphs to illustrate whats typed in each paragraph to the contents of the paragraph's being reaffirmed to
information found on the internet crossreferenced to the tactic of the paragraph 
The next short Paraghed section are the Tactics Used to Evict this Woman To eventually contain this Woman Read evrything and Crossrefernce it to THe
Steadman Section 
The Targets Homeless History,her Abuse History/How the Alcoholic's Anonymous Members/and Sponsers got her to open up about her history- 
This history is what they used to Develop the sequential step's to Solicit the Provacation of Torture "GangStalkers using psychological profiles of their targets
and Renting Aprtments adjacnet to their Targets to Deliver the Harrassment And Provacation Terror Schemes"Direct Conversation and Sensitization Tactics
that were Desighned and developed based on The Phychlogical Profiles of their Targets 
Cross Refernece the Tactics in this next short Paragraph TO EVERYTHING ELSE IN THIS Blog 
TACTIC PARAGRAPH 
GangStalkers using psychological profiles of their targets. 
GangStalkers Renting Adjacent apartments next to their Targe 
GangStalking and Lanlords. 
Gang stalkers and property owners. 
Gang stalkers using postal employee. 
Gang stalkers and mail delayment and mail theft. 
Gang stalkers create homelessness. 

Here is how the Homelssness is acheived 
Right here are set's of the Tactics listed above to acheive the Creation of the Homelessness 
GangStalking and Lanlords. 
Gang stalkers and property owners----- 
Gang stalkers using postal employee. 
Gang stalkers and mail delayment and mail theft. 
Gang stalkers create homelessness. 
The Rent is Mailed Certified or registerd 
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The Property Owner working in conjunction with the Craetion of Homelessness Scheme works hand In Hand with the GangStalking postal employees to Delay
the mail,or steal the mail then property owner step in with the eviction notice Claiming they never got the mail The Mail Being the Rent Check,Eviction is
Legally created thru this relationship,once eviction takes place the Rent is either kept or at least is put back in P.O.Box within a time period after eviction
process is complete/Then the cashing of the Money order is legally looked at as if the Tenant either had it or kept it after is was supposivley put back in the
P.O.Box 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Thru Google the next sentence was typed 
gang stalkers using psychological profiles of their targets 
Over 45 thousand responses 
Advanced searchAbout 45,100 results (0.50 seconds)  

Gang Stalking World - Main - TechniquesApr 11, 2010 ... To achieve this a profile of the target is gathered and then a program of harassment is implemented
using many of the methods below. .... This is all designed to be psychological warfare, .... Targets can be tracked by using their cell phones. ... Blogging is
now available at Gang Stalking World. ... 
www.gangstalkingworld.com/United/index.php/Main/Techniques - Cached 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Below are 4 web page that were found on Google by typing in at Google GangStalking and Lanlords--------- 
YouTube - Gangstalking methods by neighbors - Community harassment ...Feb 19, 2009 ... Are landlords using gangstalker to move neighbor out of there
neighborhood? ... queue Gangstalking methods while driving 3 Assholes o...by ... 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=HvjlKSg6rY0 - Cached 
Gang StAlKiNg FaQFor the targets of this harassment, Gang Stalking/Counterintelligence is seen as a covert ... and slander to their new employers,
coworkers, landlords, etc. ... 
www.scribd.com/doc/13743867/GaNg-StAlKiNg-FaQ - Cached 
Gang Stalking: The ListMar 3, 2010 ... This is my way of sharing with the world what gang stalking is really .... Employers, Landlords and a variety of others
are given similar ... 
gang-stalking.blogspot.com/2010/03/list.html - Cached 
Dealing with Cointelpro Infiltration. « Gang Stalking WorldMar 16, 2007 ... Pressure through employers, landlords, etc. ..... I, myself, am a victim of Civilian
Harassment and Gang Stalking and I am the victim of ... 
gangstalking.wordpress.com/.../dealing-with-cointelpro-infiltration/ - Cached 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
At Google the next sentence was typed in/Over 2 million responses 
Gang stalkers using postal employee 
Advanced searchAbout 2,110,000 results (0.42 seconds) 
The Hidden Evil: InformantsJul 4, 2010 ... Probably the best recent example of citizens Gang Stalking people on behalf of the ..... Others include postal
workers, utility employees, truck drivers, .... Consider that the IMs in East Germany communicated using ... 
www.thehiddenevil.com/informants.asp - Cached - Similar  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Below are 4 web page that were found on Google by typing in at Google  
GangStalking and Lanlords 
YouTube - Gangstalking methods by neighbors - Community harassment ...Feb 19, 2009 ... Are landlords using gangstalker to move neighbor out of there
neighborhood? ... queue Gangstalking methods while driving 3 Assholes o...by ... 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=HvjlKSg6rY0 - Cached 
Gang StAlKiNg FaQFor the targets of this harassment, Gang Stalking/Counterintelligence is seen as a covert ... and slander to their new employers,
coworkers, landlords, etc. ... 
www.scribd.com/doc/13743867/GaNg-StAlKiNg-FaQ - Cached 
Gang Stalking: The ListMar 3, 2010 ... This is my way of sharing with the world what gang stalking is really .... Employers, Landlords and a variety of others
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are given similar ... 
gang-stalking.blogspot.com/2010/03/list.html - Cached 
Dealing with Cointelpro Infiltration. « Gang Stalking WorldMar 16, 2007 ... Pressure through employers, landlords, etc. ..... I, myself, am a victim of Civilian
Harassment and Gang Stalking and I am the victim of ... 
gangstalking.wordpress.com/.../dealing-with-cointelpro-infiltration/ - Cached 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
THe following sentence was typed in at Google 
gang stalkers and property owners 
Advanced searchAbout 229,000 results (0.69 seconds 
Here are 3 of the Web Pages illustrating GangStalking and Property Owners 
GangStalking and Property owners 
ROAD TO FREEDOM 
Jul 30, 2009 ... Eleanor White is the guest explaining both citizen gang stalking and electronic harassment. Interesting testimony by a local property owner ... 
www.shoestringradio.net/ - Cached - Similar 
Chapter 10: Why Gang-Stalking Works -- Bad Experiment - Through ... 
May 14, 2008 ... Gang stalkers is a colloquial expression coined to describe the covert ... property managers, and business owners to make this possible. ... 
badexperiment.com/why-gang-stalking-works/40/ - Cached 
NEW Gang Stalking Page: NWO, Fireman, Involved 
Sep 13, 2004 ... seemed like a popular term. Gang stalking FINANCES are substantial: They always rent properties adjacent to their targets, for example. ... 
www.apfn.net/messageboard/09-13.../discussion.cgi.9.html - Cached - Similar 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
GangStalkers Creating Homelssness of their targtes 
THe Follwing Sentence was typed in at Google 
gang stalkers create homelessness 
About 1,140,000 results (0.65 seconds)  
Here are a few web Page's Google Search responded to 
Urban Dictionary: gang stalkingWhat is gang stalking Gang stalking is a form of community mobbing and organised ... The secondary goals seem to be to
make the target homeless, jobless, ... 
www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=gang%20stalking - Cached - Similar 
OpEdNews - Article: What is Gang Stalking?Nov 16, 2009 ... What happens during this Gang Stalking surveillance is very similar to what ... The secondary
goals seems to be to make the target homeless 
COINTELPRO / Gang-Stalking / Domestic Terrorism by DT StocktonMar 17, 2008 ... These agencies are forcing people--homeless and runaway children,
homeless adults ..... Sometimes, the gang stalkers are paid operatives that are .... hold their hand through life by creating some false sense of purpose. ... 
searchwarp.com › ... › Government › Constitutional Issues - Cached - Similar 
Gang Stalking World - Main - Gang Stalking FAQ'sApr 11, 2010 ... The closest thing to Gang Stalking that democratic countries have seen before this ...
Secondary goals include making the target homeless, jobless, .... Electronic means can be used to create the illusion that the target ... 
www.gangstalkingworld.com/United/index.php/Main/GS101 - Cached 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
gang stalkers and mail delayment and mail theft 
Typed in at Google 
About 28,600 results (0.25 seconds)  
Gang Stalking World - Main - TechniquesApr 11, 2010 ... civilian spies/snitches will steal your mail. They will delay the delivery .... Theft. Breaking into a
targets home and taking small items, ... 
www.gangstalkingworld.com/United/index.php/Main/Techniques - Cached Techniques -  
Gang Stalking World. Without the players there would ...They will delay the delivery of your mail, and they will also make sure that your mail does .... Theft.
Breaking into a targets home and taking small items, ... 
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www.gangstalkingworld.com/Techniques.html - Cached 
Show more results from www.gangstalkingworld.comGang Stalking Techniques « Gang  
Stalking WorldJan 3, 2008 ... It's the opinion of Gang Stalking World, that fake credibility .... civilian spies/snitches will steal your mail. They will delay ....
Theft Breaking into a targets home and taking small items, usually nothing of value. ... 
gangstalkingworld.wordpress.com/.../gang-stalking-techniques/ - Cached - Similar 
Gangstalking, why don't they talk about it on the radio or cover ...Oct 3, 2008 ... civilian spies/snitches will steal your mail. They will delay the delivery of your
.... I don't know the answer, but I would bet the reason gangstalking is not ..... How many people are victims of identity theft a year? ... 
www.answerbag.com/q_view/761583 - Cached - Similar 
NEW Gang Stalking Page: NWO, Fireman, InvolvedSep 13, 2004 ... Or has chronic mail delay, tampering and loss. At time of writing, the seminal work on
gang stalking is David Lawson's book "Terrorist ... 
www.apfn.net/messageboard/09-13.../discussion.cgi.9.html - Cached - Similar 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
The following sentence was typed in at Google 
Gang Stalkers Renting apartment adjacent to their targets 
About 3,780,000 results (0.17 seconds)  
Below this sentence are Just 4 Web Pages their were among 3,780,000 Results 
Book Review: Terrorist [Organized] Stalking in AmericaDec 17, 2007 ... 26 Adjacent apt - steady stream of people day and night . .... We who are in the
current day organized stalking target community see evidence that .... Here is what the author learned about their financing: ... "In a typical apartment setting,
they will attempt to lease, sublet, or otherwise have ... 
www.multistalkervictims.org/terstalk.htm - Cached 
[PDF] ORGANIZED STALKING: A TARGET'S VIEWFile Format: PDF/Adobe Acrobat - Quick View 
with other targets of organized stalking since 1996. I am a retired ...... such people would be easy to recruit for street and adjacent ... Lawson observed that
the stalking groups he met and travelled with can afford to rent .... repeatedly arrive at their apartment in perfect sync with the target's arriving home. ... 
www.raven1.net/osatv.pdf - Similar 
Diary of a Gangstalking TargetIt is an unusual type of stalking. It is usually called "gang stalking," but also .... Prospective members are asked to take
pictures of the target, their .... The stalkers (not all of them of course) have rented apts near my apt complex. ... In about June 2002, I was moving the last
items from my old apartment ... 
www.whatisgangstalking.blogspot.com/ - Cached - Similar 
Organize Gang Stalking - Being Used Even In Senior Communities ...The purpose of organized gang stalking is to get the target out – to make their life so ...
Someone in red, for instance, will be walking pass their home, ... or apartment building cooperates in organized gang stalking in a senior ... 
www.facebook.com/topic.php?uid=81154649664&topic=17365 - Cached  

Fear conditioning is a behavioral paradigm in which organisms learn to predict aversive events[1] . It is a form of learning in which an aversive stimulus (e.g.
an electrical shock) is associated with a particular neutral context (e.g., a room) or neutral stimulus (e.g., a tone), resulting in the expression of fear responses
to the originally neutral stimulus or context. This can be done by pairing the neutral stimulus with an aversive stimulus (e.g., a shock, loud noise, or
unpleasant odor). Eventually, the neutral stimulus alone can elicit the state of fear. In the vocabulary of classical conditioning, the neutral stimulus or context
is the "conditioned stimulus" (CS), the aversive stimulus is the "unconditioned stimulus" (US), and the fear is the "conditioned response" (CR). 
Fear conditioning has been studied in numerous species, from snails to humans. In humans, conditioned fear is often measured with verbal report and
galvanic skin response. In other animals, conditioned fear is often measured with freezing (a period of watchful immobility) or fear potentiated startle (the
augmetation of the startle reflex by a fearful stimulus). Changes in heart rate, breathing, and muscle responses via electromyography can also be used to
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measure conditioned fear. 
Fear conditioning is thought to depend upon an area of the brain called the amygdala. Ablation or deactivating of the amygdala can prevent both the learning
and expression of fear. Some types of fear conditioning (e.g. contextual and trace) also involve the hippocampus, an area of the brain believed to receive
affective impulses from the amygdala and to integrate those impulses with previously existing information to make it meaningful. Some theoretical accounts
of traumatic experiences suggest that amygdala-based fear bypasses the hippocampus during intense stress and can be stored somatically or as images that
can return as physical symptoms or flashbacks without cognitive meaning [2]. A number of theorists have argued that conditioned fear coincides substantially
with the mechanisms, both functional and neural, of clinical anxiety disorders.[3] Research into the acquisition, consolidation and extinction of conditioned
fear promises to inform new drug based and psychotherapeutic treatments for an array of pathological conditions such as dissociation, phobias and post-
traumatic stress disorder. 
[edit] Joseph Ledoux and his research on Fear Conditioning 
He finds two amygdala pathways in the brain of the laboratory mouse by the use of fear conditioning and lesion study. He names them the "high road" and
"low road". The low road is a pathway which is able to transmit a signal from a stimulus to the thalamus, and then to the amygdala, which then activates a
fear-response in the body. This sequence works without a conscious experience of what comprises the stimulus, and it is the fast way to a bodily response.
The highroad is activated simultaneously. This is a slower road which also includes the cortical parts of the brain, thus creating a conscious impression of
what the stimulus is. The low road only involves the sub-cortical part of the brain. It is therefore regarded as a more primitive mechanism of defense, only
existing in its separate form in lesser developed animals who have not developed the more complex part of the brain. In more developed animals the high road
and the low road work simultaneously to provide both fear-response and perceptual feedback [4]. 
[edit] See also 
Classical conditioning  
Eyeblink conditioning  
Extinction (psychology)  
Measures of conditioned emotional response  
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Fear can be characterized by anxiety and agitation due to the 
expectation of impending danger. Fears can be acquired and 
expressed in a variety of ways. For example, one can develop a 
fear of dogs because of previous experiences (i.e., person was 
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earlier bitten by a dog), verbal instructions (i.e., person is told 
that a dog bites) or mere observation (i.e., person observes a dog 
biting someone else). Regardless of how the fear was acquired, 
the person may express similar responses to the presentation of 
the dog, such as sweating, changes in heart rate, blood pressure 
and respiration. Fear can serve as an adaptive alert mechanism 
for the organism. However, fear can also be a detriment as 
feelings of anxiety persist and have a negative effect on day to 
day behavior. Therefore, it is important to also understand how 
fears are diminished, for example, how one stops expressing 
conditioned responses to the dog by relearning that the dog does 
not impose any danger. One focus of studies utilizing fear 
conditioning paradigms is to understand the neural mechanisms 
that enable acquisition of fear,  
2. Acquisition and expression of fear learning 
One of the simplest experimental tools for studying fear and 
anxiety is Pavlovian or classical fear conditioning, based on 
Ivan Pavlov’s findings that a neutral stimulus can acquire 
affective properties due to an association with a biologically 
relevant stimulus (Pavlov and Anrep, 1927). Although there are 
other forms of aversive learning involving more complex 
operant or instrumental paradigms (Everitt et al., 2003; 
Killcross et al., 1997), for purposes of this review, classical 
conditioning paradigms will primarily be discussed. As 
described by Rescorla (1988, p. 158) ‘‘Pavlovian conditioning 
refers to the learning of relation among events that are 
complexly represented’’. This can be illustrated by a typical 
fear conditioning paradigm, which generally involves presentation 
of a neutral stimulus such as a tone. Initially, the tone 
will have little effect on an animal such as a rat. Conditioning 
occurs when the tone is associated with an aversive stimulus 
such as a mild foot shock, the unconditioned stimulus (US), 
which by itself elicits a fear response such as autonomic (i.e., 
changes in heart rate) and behavioral (i.e., freezing) responses. 
Through repeated associations, the rat learns that the tone 
predicts shock and presentation of the tone by itself, a 
conditioned stimulus (CS), is able to elicit a fear conditioned 
response (CR). Although most experimental paradigms of fear 
conditioning make use of repeated pairings between CS and US 
to achieve conditioning, it is important to note that the CS–US 
pairing is not essential or sufficient at times for conditioning to 
occur. Rather what is emphasized is the information that the CS 
provides about the occurrence of the US (Rescorla, 1988). 
Fear conditioning occurs in different species, and similar 
neural underpinnings are also shared across species (LeDoux, 
1996). One common brain region is the amygdala, an almondshaped 
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structure in the medial temporal lobe that has been 
previously implicated in processing emotional information 
such as fear (Aggleton, 2000; Kluver and Bucy, 1937; 
Weiskrantz, 1956). A potential fear circuitry in the brain has 
been elaborated primarily in rats, suggesting that the amygdala 
and its projections may be involved in both the acquisition and 
expression of conditioned fear (Davis, 1992; LeDoux, 1996; 
Rosen, 2004; Sarter and Markowitsch, 1985). In simple terms, 
sensory information from the cortex and thalamus is received 
by the amygdala which then projects to hypothalamic and 
brainstem targets that mediate conditioned responses (Amara 
A goal of fear and anxiety research is to understand how to treat the potentially devastating effects of anxiety disorders in humans. Much of this 
research utilizes classical fear conditioning, a simple paradigm that has been extensively investigated in animals, helping outline a brain circuitry 
thought to be responsible for the acquisition, expression and extinction of fear. The findings from non-human animal research have more recently 
been substantiated and extended in humans, using neuropsychological and neuroimaging methodologies. Research across species concur that the 
neural correlates of fear conditioning include involvement of the amygdala during all stages of fear learning, and prefrontal areas during the 
extinction phase. This manuscript reviews how animal models of fear are translated to human behavior, and how some fears are more easily 
acquired in humans (i.e., social–cultural). Finally, using the knowledge provided by a rich animal literature, we attempt to extend these findings to 
human models targeted to helping facilitate extinction or abolishment of fears, a trademark of anxiety disorders, by discussing efficacy in 
modulating the brain circuitry involved in fear conditioning via pharmacological treatments or emotion regulation cognitive strategies. 
# 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
Keywords: Emotion; Learning; Amygdala; Prefrontal cortex; Infralimbic; Prelimbic; Acquisition; Extinction; Anxiety disorders; Emotion regulation 
1. Introduction 
Fear can be characterized by anxiety and agitation due to the 
expectation of the a threat,especially a conditioned threat. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Below are 4 web page that were found on Google by typing in at Google GangStalking and Lanlords--------- 
YouTube - Gangstalking methods by neighbors - Community harassment ...Feb 19, 2009 ... Are landlords using gangstalker to move neighbor out of there
neighborhood? ... queue Gangstalking methods while driving 3 Assholes o...by ... 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=HvjlKSg6rY0 - Cached 
Gang StAlKiNg FaQFor the targets of this harassment, Gang Stalking/Counterintelligence is seen as a covert ... and slander to their new employers,
coworkers, landlords, etc. ... 
www.scribd.com/doc/13743867/GaNg-StAlKiNg-FaQ - Cached 
Gang Stalking: The ListMar 3, 2010 ... This is my way of sharing with the world what gang stalking is really .... Employers, Landlords and a variety of others
are given similar ... 
gang-stalking.blogspot.com/2010/03/list.html - Cached 
Dealing with Cointelpro Infiltration. « Gang Stalking WorldMar 16, 2007 ... Pressure through employers, landlords, etc. ..... I, myself, am a victim of Civilian
Harassment and Gang Stalking and I am the victim of ... 
gangstalking.wordpress.com/.../dealing-with-cointelpro-infiltration/ - Cached 
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Michele and Dennis Wise and Michele's Dearborn Alcoholic's Anonymous friend's decided that Leslie Williams has to accept that Michele is in control of
Lelsie Williams life.That it is no longer her own. 
Leslie met Michele at a dearborn AA meeting back in 1997-98 and Leslie W was having extreme difficulty staying clean. 
Leslie was diagnosed with ADHD in 1994 and as a child, she was also walking around with undiagnosed dyslexia. 
leslie also was dealing with PTSD that stemmed from abuse she suffered in the 1980's at the hand's of her family-she was homeless off and on around 7
time's in the 80's due to having a extremely dysfunctional mother. 
Leslie Stumbled across crack when she was homeless in 1989,she stopped by a old acquaintance's house to rest from endless running around in her car with
no where to go. 
Victor the guy she stopped by to see was smoking crack and when she asked him if he had any pot and he said no, she took at hit of the crack. 
This happened a second time,and the 3rd time when he couldn't get her any pot she bought some crack from him and after a couple more time's smoking it
she became addicted. 
What happened here was a women who was going thru extreme hell literally made some bad choice's trying to alleve the anxiety of her extreme situation. 
Leslie went to Dearborn AA on her own and she experienced allot of relapsing for many reason's 
1 was she was now a addict 
2 because she truly didn't understand addiction for a long time. 
3 because her symptom's from ADHD, PTSD' & Dyslexia hindered her ability in conceptualizing the 12 step's.These obstacle's are real.The symptomology of
these psychological disorder's were devastating to her ability to effectively understand what to do to stay sober. 
So she started really reaching out to other people. She was vulnerable and scared and desperate. 
So she started trusting people that she saw regularly at dearborn AA meeting. 
They told her keeping secrets will only hinder her recovery, find a sponser. 
So Leslie started opening up,she started sharing about her past, about how verbally abusive her older brother Michael was to her throughout her childhood,and
teen year's, she shared about how she was homeless in the 1980's was always troubling her the memories of the experience's. 
She shared that when she remembered these event's that she always ended up feeling Very angry. 
They got to know her personally,what they observed over the year's and what they learned was that Leslie Williams reinforced her drug and alcohol use during
time's of powerlessness,resentment and anger. 
End of Pg-1 
Jim their's going to be at least 10-15 pg's that will illustrate what has happened as I mentioned please just be patient-Save these email's so when the l;ast one
is sent you can read them all at once and get a clearer picture of what has happened. 
After the regular group of people that went to the Dearborn AA group meeting got to know Leslie Williams history and what they observed of her reaction's to
it-including her current reaction's to anxiety(some of it based on what happened to her in the past). 
They developed a mind set toward how they felt they whould deal with her/ without her knowing about it at all,she did'nt even suspect it because of the
atmoshere of "we are here to help you AA is one big family,they even said it to her many time's we are your new family now. 
Leslie Williams was hearing thing's along the line's, follow the suggestion's of the winner's,if your willing to do what they suggest you will be a winner to. 
They were suggesting sponser's and people for her to connect with to get ride's to go to meeting with. 
Patrick Robertson was the 2'nd mainplayer in what happened to her at the hand's of the grouip that tortured her.Michele Wise and her husband were the one's
who decided Leslile Williams is mine and this is what we will do to position her were we want her.Leslie Still doing what was suggested because she could see
she did'nt understand what to do herself to stay clean and sober on her own. 
(See attached to Leslie's ADHD & Dyslexia is some auditorial processing and Memory difficultie's) 
Her learning style the way her brain is mappped is not auditorially) This is why she could'nt reformulate what to do based on what she herd at meeting
because recall was affected by the auditorial input 
i...e...It never got into memory in order for her to recall it when it was needed.So 
it got to a ppoint that even Leslie Was noticing that she was'nt remembering what she had heard at AA table's, like Dont get to Hungry,Angry,Lonely or Tired. 
So still relapsing on and off she continued to follow suggesttion's while she was at the meeting, 
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So it was suggested-get a sponser and do what she tell's you. 
So one Saturday night she asked Michele if she could get her phone # fior a ride to a meeting. 
Leslie had seen her at meeting a few time's before.So Michele gave her the phone # and a couple of week's later Leslie called her. 
They strarted going to Sunday Night Dearborn Height's meeting and Monday Night's Dearborn West meeting together. 
It was working out alright for a short while Leslie liked her right away because she was quieter than alot of other women at Dearborn area meeting-To her this
showed a level of matuiry and calmness. 
Then Lelsie started remembering how much she missed a normal social life and Michele's appearance(She looked together) reminded her of her lost
independence as a result of her active addiction. 
So Leslie did'nt want to lose this (someone who was winning)in her life. 
So after goin to a few meeting together Leslie asked Michele to be her sponser. 
She even asked Michele to take and go with her to a ADHD specialist in Ann Arbor Michigan.They did go together to that event. 
But Lelsie started noticing that Michele was'nt discussing recover with her at all. 
She never brought up the 12 step's with her,never asked her if she was reading th big book, the only thing she was asking her was did you stay clean since I
saw you last. 
Leslie was'nt because she was'nt conceptualizing the 12 step's at all,she was diffinitly disorientatted. 
Continuiation of Pg-2-is Pg-5 
Michele and Leslie continued to go to meeting...and within that parameter eveything was fine,but it started to change Michele physically came on to Leslie in
a sexual way once and another time Michele verbally tried to explain to her it whould be allright to follow thru, Lelsie was shocked and scared with these new
event's. 
Leslie never let Michele follow thru on her advance so they were ignored by both. 
Then Michele started verbally abusing Leslie on the way to and from meeting,she also stopped returning Lelsie's phone call's-(When Michele first became
Leslie's sponser Michele told Leslie to call her everyday at 4:30 PM) when Michele was'nt returning Leslie's call's she started getting frustrated and began
feekling the relationship was just a waste of time-recovery wise. 
So Leslie called her house when michele was at work and left her amessage on her machine tell her that she felt it was no longer working out,and did'nt see
any reason for continuing going to meeting with her anymore.Michele called her back that night and talked her into continuing going to meeting together. 
At this time in time they were only goin to dearborn West together on Monday night's. 
when Monday night came about Michele picked Leslie up for the meeting and as soon as Michele pulled away from Leslie's apartment building Michele ended
the relationship vebally. 
And since this was done in a moving car Leslie did'nt have the option of leaving so she had ton go to the meeting with her. 
After the meeting was over Michele took her home-and when Leslie went to get out of her van-Michele took Leslie's left arm to get her attention and said
Leslie no matter what you do you will never have any control.(THis is a very strange statement coming from someone who said the relationship was over
when Leslie got in the van and that conversation never changed on the way to the meeting at the meeting or on the way home.). 
Leslie did not know what to make of that statement and continued to get out of the van. 
End of the sponsership relationship.-Pg_5 
In 2001 leslie Williams moved into a upper flat on Stead-man St in Dearborn Mi-Address 6831 Steadman- 
Now here is a point to really remember, Leslie was relapsing intermittently still,and she told Pat Robertson that the people downstairs were moving out
because of it, it was making them uncomfortable.She told Pat that she was afraid the landlord was going to ask her to move out. 
At this same time she was telling Pat that she couldn't stay with her reading the AA Big Book and that this was interfering with her recovery. 
(She couldn't due to undiagnosed dyslexia)So after verbalizing this a couple of time's Pat started telling her that she should attend the Big book study table on
Thursday night,that Jim Krupar was hosting the table and that it may be helpful, she didn't do this at first so Pat would ask her if she was attending it. 
Eventually Leslie did.Jim was really going out of his way to pat leslie on the back after the meeting were over. 
Leslie saw that she was still struggling,she could feel her disorientation in synthesizing the step's and the thing's she heard at table's in to her thoughts and
feeling.And she had verbalized in the past that she wished she could find some one 1 on 1 to read the big book with her. 
So she thought maybe Jim would get together with her to do a big book study 1 on 1-So she asked him. 
He said yeah.All of a sudden Jim was calling her everyday.Hey Leslie what are you doing tonight,want to get together read the Big book, rent a movie ,go get
something to eat (AT his house). 
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This was happening at the same time The people were moving out downstairs.Then after some relapsing Leslie started reaching out to Jim more-he even let
spend the night in a separate room and he let her use cocaine at the house-he even took her to get it a couple of time, and he loaned her money to get it-
These thing's are fact's. 
But here is the eye-opener-A point to remember-As soon as the apartment downstairs was rented to someone on steadman Jim Krupar was all of a sudden to
longer available and leslie was back spending all of her free time back at home on steadman.So Leslie was back going to meeting,and reaching out for
support,butt it was the same old thing People connecting leslie with sponsor's who weren't available after a week or so( they would say call everyday but all
she got were answering machine's) This happened allot with Kathryn Nosal,so Leslie started complaing about the quality of the support And she started
verbalizing this a little to people-she told Pat R and Ardyce what's the point of having a sponsor if their never home when you call and when they don't return
your message's. 
Leslie started verbalizing that she was thinking about letting Kathryn go that it was causing her to much aggravation.So Here is a pattern Leslie was able to
see-when she told Kathryn she was getting frustrated not getting phone call's answered or returned,she notice on 5 separate occasion's that when she called
Kathryn and their was no one home and when she would leave a message a girl Margret Webb would call within the hour to get Leslie out of the house and
when Leslie would come home Kathryn would be on Leslie's machine. 
This was done to keep the circle of frustration going-Leslie call's-no ones home-margrat call's gets her out of the house and all of a sudden Kathryn is
returning the call's But what a shame Leslie's not home. This was done so Leslie wouldn't stop trying to get ahold of kathryn to keep the cycle of frustration
going-and so that Kathryn could say I returned your phone call's. 
This is one of the tools they were using as a group-Feeling (Frustration). 
That statement will make allot of sense to you as the next 2 email's are sent. 
The call's to Kathryn and margret calling before the phone call's were returned happened within a 22 day time period. 5 time's in a 22 day period statistically
that's not a coincidence. 
Leslie also started complaining to Pat Robertson about how when she would share something personal with someone she would here it from someone else, it
was around this time in time that Leslie was trying to create a small circle of support because to many people were giving her unsolicited advice alot of it she
had heard before and it was just taxing her mental freedom her quiet moment's a meeting.It was also offensive to her that people she didn't really care to know
are have conversation's with were in her space and in her personal recovery environment. 
So she started complaining about this to Pat R and Ardyce R that AA was starting to be more of a stressful situation than it was helping.So Leslie went to a
fewer meeting than usual. 
Because she was really starting to get annoyed about her privacy being invaded, but she still went to a few a week and still kept confiding in Pat Robertson
about her feeling and recovery issue's along with Ardyce Roger's 
Patrick Robertson and Ardyce Roger's were aware of were Leslie feeling were about thing's that were upsetting her because she was verbalizing them to them,
(At this time she did not have a clue as to what they were up to.). 
Around this time Leslie still going to Dearborn East meeting on Tuesday morning at 10 A:M-One tuesday morning at the meeting Mari France's approached
Leslie and asked her if she was applying for school loan's (Leslie was going to college)....Leslie had verbalized in the past many time's to Pat she did not like
the feeling of not having no money saved. 
Leslie also thought that school loan's were not available to her because she had bad credit: 
She had never checked into her eligibility for them due to this fact. 
But after Marifrance's told her in detail how it worked(Without Leslie asking) leslie checked into them-and was happy to find out she qualified. 
This was done deliberately (MariFrance approaching her with information concerning school loans. 
At the same time in time, As I mentioned Leslie was complaining to Pat R about her privacy being invaded and was getting very upset about it. 
So after telling Pat R that her school loan money was coming in because Pat R was taking care of her money-and Leslie told pat this because she was told
NO Secrets...a stage was set. 
It is as follows-Pat Robertson told Leslie one day over the Phone that he had seen Joe Duff at a meeting and that he wanted my phone #-I told Pat he could
give it to him...A day or 2 later Joe called to tell Leslie that he had finally downloaded a software program Leslie had repeatedly asked him for month's prior. 
Leslie said "Hey that's great when can you bring it over,Joe said how about Wednesday night" 
That Wednesday night Joe came over and said this may take awhile, After about 2 hours joe was still on Leslie's computer and Leslie asked how much
longer,joe said well maybe another hour,so Leslie went and layed down it took another 2 hour's before he was done and finally left. 
The next morning Leslie got up,and went and got on her computer,her desktop on the monitor was all switched around and network neighborhood was all over
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her task bar . 
She noticed this right away. 
See Leslie had Internet service through CompuServe under Pat Robertson's name and Without knowing why this just set off some major flag's.It's like
knowing something is not right but not having a complete picture yet. 
So Leslie couldn't bitch to Pat without implieing this was part of Pat's doing(Remember Pat R was the one who asked Leslie if Joe could have her phone #-he
call's come's over and doe's this to Leslie's computer)Now understand the real meaning of this is also tied into what was already done but Leslie didn't know it
yet.(The AA Freak's used Jim to get Leslie out of the house, so they could move in down stair's in the lower flat for what purpose's you are about to read, it all
work's together. 
Remember Leslie was very upset about people in AA invading her privacy,and that she was telling Pat how it was upsetting her) Then Joe comes over and
doe's this (Pat telling Leslie that Joe want's Leslie's #)So after the computer thing was done she called a gut named Bruce Peterson to talk about her extreme
anger over the computer thing. 
Leslie said to Bruce, Bruce are you going to the Friday night Rotunda, meeting he said yes, leslie asked him if she could catch a ride with him,he said yes.
(This was the day after Joe screwed with her computer)Thursday,she then said to Bruce Bruce Im very upset about this computer thing and my privacy being
invaded all the time's at meeting, is their anyway I can see you and talk to you about this stuff that's going on because I am very angry about it and everyone
in the program says's don't get to Hungry,ANGRY, Lonely or tired.(Review the bottom of Pg1-How they got to know that Leslie's pattern of drug use was tied
into powerlessness and anger)So Bruce did something he's never done before in all of the year's he has known Leslie He offered to come over and pick her up
that day to go to a restaurant to talk. 
Jim Im going to send this to you-and finish it later today or tomorrow. 
The next email is clearly going to begin to show how the torture started and the method used. 
So Bruce came by to pick Leslie up to talk and they went to a coney island off of rotunda and greenfield to talk. 
Leslie told Bruce that she knew Joe activated Network neighborhood on her computer for a reason and the only thing she could think of was that it was
somehow related tp Patrick Robertson having Leslie Internet service in his name(Leslie had no credit to have CompuServe put in her name)Also Pat was the
one who asked if Joe could have her phone #,and when he called he said he wanted to come by for another reason-a software program he had for her). 
And Leslie was telling Bruce that she was sick and tired of her privacy being invaded by alot of regular at Dearborn AA.She also told Bruce that her loan's
were about to come in at school and that she was very excited about this(She had bounced a couple of check's after a relapse and wanted to pay them back
and start establishing some credit. 
For some reason he was trying to talk her out of it and everything Leslie said she was going to do with the money was along the line of a productive nature. 
(She now suspects the reason why Bruce was trying to talk her out of it was Pat was still taking care of her bill's for her and that if she paid off the check's
she could open a bank deposit and sign up for direct deposit). 
But they didn't want her to take control back of her money out of fear of her relapsing.it was so that when they got her to the place they were planning on
taking her in the future they didn't want her to have a place for her check to go in the future. 
THIS IS A FACT AND THE UNDERSTANDING BEHIND IT WILL BE OBVIOUS AS THIS STORY UNFOLDS.. 
It doesn't make some sense in a way-since Marifrance totally went out of her way to let Leslie thoroughly understand loan's were available to her-. I think
another possibility to Bruce's exception to this was to frustrate Leslie her thinking and what she wanted to do with the loan money was healthy and straight
forward so he may just of been wanting to make her feel frustrated that he didn't agree with it.Frustrating her self actualization and self esteem. 
Any way's the thing that Leslie was telling Bruce about the most was over her extreme anger that she didn't have no privacy in the program and was going to
start going to less meeting because of it,and that what Joe duff did really pissed her off. 
After they got done talking,Bruce took her home and then the next night Friday night picked her up or the Friday night rotunda meeting-they got their early,and
sat down at a meeting table. 
Bruce at 1 end of the table and Leslie on the other side across from him but 1 chair over. 
Then this guy named Tom came over to the table put both hand's on the table right next to Bruce and said out loud hey Bruce have you talked to Pat
lately(and as soon as he was saying Lately he looked straight at Leslie and grinned in a deliberate smart Alec type of way. 
I mean he had this aha-aha deliberate and extremley apparant smart alec grin on his face. 
See Leslie knew that Pat had Joe put network neighborhood on her computer and that he did it because leslie was getting very furious with people invading
her privacy at meeting,so what happened here was everyone had a role in playing with Leslie's reaction pattern's associated with her using. 
Invade her privacy do it in a direct and open way then when she reaches out for support about it that person plays with her mind(The day before she
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verbalized to Bruce about her anger when it came to her privacy and that she knew Pat was connected somehow.). 
Any way's this was done all of these event's were done to make Leslie feel angry and powerless and it was being done in a frequent and direct way and before
Leslie could take a breath between event's they kept piling them on through the action of another event. 
This was done to potentiate anger and powerlessness while Lelsie was already potentiated. 
And all of this was done to provoke a relapse. 
Why-the reasoning behind WHY is on it's way ,the provoking relapses was their tool of method for the desired end result, Their reason why,(Which is
Guardianship). 
But what I'm about to write is going to explain to you how they deliberated. and the method of torture they used to bring it about. to bring it about. 
I have written some of the thing's that were implemented in a step by step approach to position Leslie wheir she was currently at- 
1: What Michele said to Leslie before Leslie got out of Michele's van(Leslie no matter what you do you will never have any control. 
2: Patrick Roberston knowing Leslie williams, Landlords name, address, and phone # to the stead man address because she asked him to control her money
and this was done so Pat could pay Leslie's rent and utilities. 
And Leslie telling Pat that the people below her were moving out because her relapsing was making them uncomfortable,and that Leslie was afraid she was
going to have to move out because of it. 
3: Pat Robertson telling Leslie that she should sit a the big book study table wheir Jim led the table(and after she did it..Jim was very outwardly friendly and
available. 
4:Pat connecting Joe Duff with me to activate net work neighborhood(a networking program to tie my computer to another's.(Reason for this They moved in
down-stair's and when Leslie was on the computer they closed window's she was in and when she was playing music they stopped her song's and added
song's from her play list to the current play list(She walk out of the room and her song would stop and another song that she didn't even put in the play list
would come on.). 
5: Kathryn Nosal and Margret Webb playing cat and mouse on a circle of frustration they were engaging in with Leslie. 
6:MariFrance deliberately bring up conversation's and keeping them on track about taking out loan's from school(This was done so Leslie would have the
money to keep the relapse going they were setting up and had plan's to keep in going(Which will be illustrated in the next email.) 
What happened was Jim was put in Leslie's life by Pat-so Jim would get Leslie out of the house on stead man while they moved in which they did by
conferencing with landlord-As unbelievable as it may seem-i..e Pat knew landlord's phone #. 
Jim remember this story is unfolding and when the detail's may seem a little far fetched I hope you keep in mind 2 thing's-Leslie has physical proof to let you
know about,and their are alot more detail's that will clearly show that in the detail's their is no room for coincidence or doubt,that these thing's could not of
been done through no other means's except the fact that they were brought about by human effort. 
After the supposedly new people moved in down stair's which she was told about by the Landlord at that same point in time within 2 day's all of a sudden Jim
wasn't available anymore-This was done along with what happened at rotunda Recovery to isolate Leslie. 
Piss her off to the extent she won't go to meeting anymore and then have Jim walk away....Now we have her in a relapse they deliberately provoked and we
have her in one place we can keep it going. 
Jim please read the following very carefully 
TACTIC 2 
Establish control over the person's social environment, time and sources of social support by a system of often-excessive rewards and punishments. Social
isolation is promoted. Contact with family and friends is abridged, as is contact with persons who do not share group-approved attitudes. Economic and other
dependence on the group is fostered. 
TACTIC 7 
Intimidate the person with the force of group-sanctioned secular psychological threats. For example, it may be suggested or implied that failure to adopt the
approved attitude, belief or consequent behavior will lead to severe punishment or dire consequences such as physical or mental illness, the reappearance of
a prior physical illness, drug dependence, economic collapse, social failure, divorce, disintegration, failure to find a mate, etc. 

Coercion is defined by the American Heritage Dictionary as: 
To force to act or think in a certain manner 
To dominate, restrain, or control by force 
To bring about by force. 
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Coercive psychological systems are behavioral change programs which use psychological force in a coercive way to cause the learning and adoption of an
ideology or designated set of beliefs, ideas, attitudes, or behaviors. The essential strategy used by the operators of these programs is to systematically
select, sequence and coordinate many different types of coercive influence, anxiety and stress-producing tactics over continuous periods of time. 
In such a program the subject is forced to adapt in a series of tiny "invisible" steps. Each tiny step is designed to be sufficiently small so the subjects will not
notice the changes in themselves or identify the coercive nature of the processes being used. The subjects of these tactics do not become aware of the
hidden organizational purpose of the coercive psychological program until much later, if ever. These tactics are usually applied in a group setting by well
intentioned but deceived "friends and allies" of the victim. This keeps the victim from putting up the ego defenses we normally maintain in known adversarial
situations. 
The coercive psychological influence of these programs aim to overcome the individuals critical thinking abilities and free will - apart from any appeal to
informed judgment. Victims gradually lose their ability to make independent decisions and exercise informed consent. Their critical thinking, defenses,
cognitive processes, values, ideas, attitudes, conduct and ability to reason are undermined by a technological process rather than by meaningful free choice,
rationality, or the inherent merit or value of the ideas or propositions being presented. 
How was Leslie Tortured 
TACTIC 4 
Make the person re-evaluate the most central aspects of his or her experience of self and prior conduct in negative ways. Efforts are designed to destabilize
and undermine the subject's basic consciousness, reality awareness, world view, emotional control and defense mechanisms. The subject is guided to
reinterpret his or her life's history and adopt a new version of causality. 
They moved in down stair's-while setting the stage and implementing it for provoking a relapse they used her addiction as a weapon for (EVENTUAL
Guardianship which will be fully explained later). 
What they did was they provoked a relapse after putting the idea of taking out loan's so she'd have the money for it, they provoked it through causing the
victim to feel extreme feeling state's of ANGER, about her privacy in more than 1 way,Powerlessness over the ability to do anything about without losing what
she was brainwashed to believe (YOU can stay sober on your own)than isolated her from support and then into a environment weir they employed TACTIC 4
through her sense of hearing---They played verbal mind game's through verbal script's that were desingned to make her feel she was going crazy-and they did
this in the following way's------JIM I WILL EXPLAIN WHAT THEY DID TOMORROW -BELOW ARE TACTIC'S USED BY CULT'S WHICH ARE GROUPS OF
PEOPLE: REMEMBER THEIR IS ALLOT YET FOR ME TO TELL YOU. 
Talk to you tomorrow-Trojan Horse. 
How Do They Work? 
The tactics used to create undue psychological and social influence, often by means involving anxiety and stress, fall into seven main categories. 
TACTIC 1 
Increase suggestibility and "soften up" the individual through specific hypnotic or other suggestibility-increasing techniques such as:Extended audio, visual,
verbal, or tactile fixation drills, Excessive exact repetition of routine activities, Sleep restriction and/or Nutritional restriction. 
TACTIC 2 
Establish control over the person's social environment, time and sources of social support by a system of often-excessive rewards and punishments. Social
isolation is promoted. Contact with family and friends is abridged, as is contact with persons who do not share group-approved attitudes. Economic and other
dependence on the group is fostered. 
TACTIC 3 
Prohibit dis confirming information and non supporting opinions in group communication. Rules exist about permissible topics to discuss with outsiders.
Communication is highly controlled. An "in-group" language is usually constructed. 
TACTIC 4 
Make the person re-evaluate the most central aspects of his or her experience of self and prior conduct in negative ways. Efforts are designed to destabilize
and undermine the subject's basic consciousness, reality awareness, world view, emotional control and defense mechanisms. The subject is guided to
reinterpret his or her life's history and adopt a new version of causality. 
TACTIC 5 
Create a sense of powerlessness by subjecting the person to intense and frequent actions and situations which undermine the person's confidence in himself
and his judgment. 
TACTIC 6 
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Create strong aversive emotional arousal's in the subject by use of nonphysical punishments such as intense humiliation, loss of privilege, social isolation,
social status changes, intense guilt, anxiety, manipulation and other techniques. 
TACTIC 7 
Intimidate the person with the force of group-sanctioned secular psychological threats. For example, it may be suggested or implied that failure to adopt the
approved attitude, belief or consequent behavior will lead to severe punishment or dire consequences such as physical or mental illness, the reappearance of
a prior physical illness, drug dependence, economic collapse, social failure, divorce, disintegration, failure to find a mate, etc. 
These tactics of psychological force are applied to such a severe degree that the individuals capacity to make informed or free choices becomes inhibited.
The victims become unable to make the normal, wise or balanced decisions which they most likely or normally would have made, had they not been
unknowingly manipulated by these coordinated technical processes. The cumulative effect of these processes can be an even more effective form of undue
influence than pain, torture, drugs or the use of physical force and physical and legal threats. 
Sent: Sunday, March 18, 2007 3:51:47 PMSubject: Re: ClickOnDetroit.com - Website Feedback 
I will forward some email's to you that I have already sent to Jim rescue undercover. 
The victim's name is Leslie Williams-I do have to tell you this right now-Leslie Williams had to move out of her house in June of 2005-due to the nature of
what was happening to her-she went to the FBI on July 07, and the detroit new's the same day,about 10 day's later she called the ACLU and told them what
happened to her and that the dearborn police not only never followed through on the report she made to them on September 12th,2005-but engaged in behavior
to intimidate the victim,THe ACLU told her they needed a copy of the report and when she went to the police station to get it they whould'nt give it to her but
ran her around in circle's for over a week when she keep trying to see the detective who was given her complaint.when she went in to get the report-they
asked why and she without thinking said it was for the ACLU-within a week they had her petitioned into heritage through taylor police and was given a bullshit
diagnosis of bi-polor before any doctor saw her and without reason. this was done to protect dearborn for not assistting MS Williams and it was done to
discredit her in case this ever get's out-their are ALOT OF DETAIL'S THAT COMPLETE THE PICTURE PLEASE DO NOT GIVE UP ON LESLIE WILLIAMS-
YOU WILL GET THE DETAIL'S IN TIMEGo to yahoo.com-Password trojanhiggs 
ID# sniggih 
I pray you give this the time it need's for you to see all of the detail's that make up the whole picture. 
----- Original Message ----From: Karen Drew To: trojanhiggs@yahoo.comSent: Saturday, March 17, 2007 8:21:44 PMSubject: RE: ClickOnDetroit.com -
Website Feedback 
Yes interested!Karen DrewAnchor/Investigative ReporterWDIV-TV Detroit(313) 222-0521-----Original Message-----From: trojanhiggs@
yahoo.com [mailto:trojanhiggs@yahoo.com] Sent: Thursday, February 22, 2007 2:08 PMTo: rescue4undercover@clickondetroit.comSubject:
ClickOnDetroit.com - Website FeedbackX SITE:det X COID:2259989 X SECT:Contact WDIV SELECTLIST:4 NAME:Trojan Horse PHONE: MESSAGE:I have
a true story that involve's the torture of a young women indearborn mi, it also involve's the dearborn police intimidation of thevictim to keep her silent,in
reference to them not following through inthe investigation of the complaint made by the victim.Are you intrested. 
Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2007 4:32:53 PMSubject: Women Tortured in Dearborn. 
Hi Karen 
I'd like to tell you a little story-a parable. 
It has to do with domestic violence-I got it out of a book at the Taylor library last august-the book was on domestic violence. 
"This man-who was extremely abusive physically to his wife over the year's beat her really bad on Thanksgiving one year-the beating was brutal-any way's
one Christmas eve they were over his parent's house for the holiday's they were about to have dinner-his wife was in good spirt's that day,and was being
herself-her husband did not approve so he interrupted the wife's conversation she was having with his parent's and said"{Honey do you remember the great
time we had last Thanksgiving) 
She automatically recalled within a matter of seconds what had happened on that day and as a result of the recall she automatically got quiet. 
This was the husband's way on controlling the wife--thru a verbal cue-A verbal cue that takes a person back to a place and time with all of the event's and
usually the emotion's experienced during the event. 
As time go's by the emotion's attached to the event are not as prevalent but their still their to a degree. 
Another quick example do you Karen ever hear a song that maybe takes you back to your1'st real love,or maybe someone you shared a song with that is no
longer with you. 
These cue's can be powerful and even intimidating and disarming. 
My Name is Leslie Karen Williams I am a human being I was tortured by a group of people in dear born Michigan.Karen what happened to me was real. 
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And coming to understand it will take time because of how it happened,I don't know what it's like to be a reporter.And what I mean by that is will you take the
time to get the last email from me,the email that says Karen this is what happened in it's entirety. 
I want you to know that I have a old therapist-I haven't seen her in 10 year's but when the torture got so bad I started writing her letter's about what happened
her name is Christie Vaughy-16552 MacArthur Redford Michigan-Phone # 313-535-5680-I will be sending her something that will connect what happened to me
on Appoline street and how that connects to me being petitioned into heritage after dear born found out I was reaching out for help to other agencies. 
I hope you will give this the time it will take for you to see how all the tmeline's eventually fall into place. 
I will be sending Christie this information in about a week. 
In have pink eye right know along with a sinus infection.Once I start feeling better I will email you at least once a day.And within a couple of week's you will
understand everything.. 
I talked to a lawyer yesterday-she told me that the mean's that Michele wise is using can be enough to position a person into the court system were a
guardian will be appointed. 
Can you imagine a person that has friend's that help her in torturing a person can you imagine the perpetrator's not only getting away with it but than the
court's tat were suppose to protect her end up giving guardianship over to the people who did it to her-Can you imagine this happening to you. 
Sent: Sunday, March 25, 2007 5:02:19 PMSubject: Women Tortured in Dearborn-Trojan Horse 
Hi Jim... 
I haven't sent you a email in a while because I have been sick- if you read the last email I sent you,towards the end of that email I told you that these weirdo's
moved in down-stair's and their only purpose was to utilize their step by step method to position Leslie into reaction pattern's and circumstance's that will
continually activate PAW which will be described below 
you see what they did was took Leslie's fear's and reaction pattern's based on her personal history and developed Set's of dialog to create strong emotional
responses from leslie,and the WHY you will see in time, 
Leslie told Pat her fear's about her using disturbing others and that she was worried about getting evicted as a result. They through steps situated her at home
by deliberately doing thing's at meeting so she wouldn't go. Than once they were positioned they got Jim to find a excuse to leave-he's all of a sudden no
longer available-and they got her in a relapse by provoking one of the thing's she was very adamant about her privacy. 
So they got her in a relapse,and they kept it going by getting on Leslie's stair's and sitting in room's that were right below wheir she was using in and engaged
in dialog to make leslie scared and very stressed. 
Allot of these dialog Set's were orientated along the line's of her personal history. 
Here are a few example's of the conversation's and statement's they deliberately engaged in-in quotes 
"Why don't you call the cop's on her" "what is she doing" " what's going on" "oh- my god Don't believe it" 
"she -----" "that's it I'm calling the cop's" 
I am going to Remind you Leslie doe's have proof -it will unfold as the history do's . 
See these dialog Set's were not hallucination's associated with anything, they were well thought out mind games that the perpetrator's engaged in to keep a
relapse going that they provoked. 
Please read the following (when I go to write about the proof I will put it under a PG subject headed proof. 
How can language keep a person using drug's. Easy 
And below is how they did it 
TACTIC 4 
Make the person re-evaluate the most central aspects of his or her experience of self and prior conduct in negative ways. Efforts are designed to destabilize
and undermine the subject's basic consciousness, reality awareness, world view, emotional control and defense mechanisms. 
Create strong aversive emotional arousals in the subject by use of nonphysical punishments such as intense humiliation, loss of privilege, social isolation,
social status changes, intense guilt, anxiety, manipulation and other techniques 
Jim what they did was got Leslie started in a relapse and took her reaction pattern's and personal history and developed verbal mind game's that are
associated with her using. 
about 95% of Leslie's using was based on abuse she suffered at the hand's of her family,this includes 9.5 year's of on and off homelessness-that's 9.5 year's
of extreme anxiety based on those situation's and anticipation of those situation's developing again. 
Did you notice one of their verbal cue's was "Why don't you call the cop's on her" this was done because they knew Leslie was worried about getting evicted
because of her using-they knew this was a big fear of hers,so what tey did was play mind game's with her verbally without her being able to see them,these
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verbal cue's were all designed to bring about extreme anxiety and stress, which activates PAW,which in turn,activates craving to use,then the relapse-than the
inability to stop,because of the physical aspect's of addiction.They were not hallucination's.Hallucination's dont leave physical proof behind. 
Just a few instance's of physical proof:Leslie came home one day.after she unlocked her door and got the mail she proceeded to enter her hallway's she
misjudged her footing and fell,her hand broke the fall on the hallway stair's-the carpet on the stair's was wet. 
someone had been in her apartment after she left. 
Twice she came home and book's on her entertainment center were upside down,and put back in the wrong order. 
Mail was deliberatly stolen out of her mail box. 
And the one thing that is absolute,my cat reacted to them also,when she whould hear them on the stair's she'd go hide,sometime's it got to the point wheir she
whould'nt go in the kitchen to eat out of her bowl I had to put it in the back of the apt hallway.Ya know this stuff Im writing is real it really happened to a human
being,what Leslie went through was pure hell, and it was real.It was carried out 
by a bunch of social misfit's who cleaverly thought of a way to weir Leslie out and down-all for Michele's goal 
Gaurdianship.In a nutshell,they palyed mindame's with her through her sense 0f hearing, and the dialog they used was desined to cause extreme stres this
was done to activate PAW 
and to keep it activated 
Post Acute withdrawl. 
They used PAW to keep the relapse going and to make sure it kept going. 
To complicate things further, all of the other symptoms of post acute withdrawal become worse during times of high stress. There is a direct relationship
between elevated stress and the severity of PAW. Each intensifies the other. The intensity of PAW creates stress, and stress aggravates PAW and makes it
more severe. Post-acute withdrawal means symptoms that occur after acute withdrawal. Post means after. And syndrome means a group of symptoms. 
Syndrome: A group of symptoms 
Post: After 
Post Acute Withdrawal: Symptoms that occur after acute withdrawal. 
. 
Post-acute withdrawal is a bio-psycho-social syndrome. It results from the combination of damage to the nervous system caused by alcohol or drugs and the
psychosocial stress of coping with life without drugs or alcohol. 
Recovery causes a great deal of stress. Many chemically dependent people never learn to manage stress without alcohol and drug use. The stress
aggravates the brain dysfunction and makes the symptoms worse. The severity of PAW depends upon two things: the severity of the brain dysfunction
caused by the addiction and the amount of psychosocial stress experienced in recovery. 
The symptoms of PAW typically grow to peak intensity over three to six months after abstinence begins. The damage is usually reversible 
http://www.tlctx.com/ar_pages/paw_part1.htm 
To complicate things further, all of the other symptoms of post acute withdrawal become worse during times of high stress. There is a direct relationship
between elevated stress and the severity of PAW. Each intensifies the other. The intensity of PAW creates stress, and stress aggravates PAW and makes it
more severe. At times of low stress, the symptoms get better and may even go away. When you are well rested and relaxed, eating properly, and getting
along well with people, you will probably appear to be fine. Your thoughts will be clear, your emotions appropriate, and your memory all right. At times of high
stress, however, your brain may suddenly shut down. You may begin experiencing thinking problems, inappropriate emotions, and memory problems. 
If your thoughts become confused and chaotic or you are unable to concentrate, if you have trouble remembering or solving problems, you may feel you are
going crazy. You are not. These symptoms are a normal part of your recovery and are reversible with abstinence and a recovery program. If you do not
understand this you may develop shame and guilt which leads to diminished self-esteem and isolation which creates stress and increased PAW. It is a painful
cycle that is unnecessary if you understand what is happening. As your body and your mind begin to heal and as you learn ways to reduce the risk of post
acute withdrawal symptoms, productive and meaningful living is possible in spite of the very real possibility of recurring symptoms. 
Jim what they did was got Leslie started in a relapse and took her reaction pattern's and personal history and developed verbal mind game's that are
associated with her using. 
about 95% of Leslie's using was based on abuse she suffered at the hand's of her family,this includes 9.5 year's of on and off homelessness-that's 9.5 year's
of extreme anxiety based on those situation's and anticipation of those situation's developing again. 
Did you notice one of their verbal cue's was "Why don't you call the cop's on her" this was done because they knew Leslie was worried about getting evicted
because of her using-they knew this was a big fear of hers,so what tey did was play mind game's with her verbally without her being able to see them,these
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verbal cue's were all designed to bring about extreme anxiety and stress, which activates PAW,which in turn,activates craving to use,then the relapse-than the
inability to stop,because of the physical aspect's of addiction.They were not hallucination's.Hallucination's dont leave physical proof behind. 
Just a few instance's of physical proof:Leslie came home one day.after she unlocked her door and got the mail she proceeded to enter her hallway's she
misjudged her footing and fell,her hand broke the fall on the hallway stair's-the carpet on the stair's was wet. 
someone had been in her apartment after she left. 
Twice she came home and book's on her entertainment center were upside down,and put back in the wrong order. 
Mail was deliberatly stolen out of her mail box. 
And the one thing that is absolute,my cat reacted to them also,when she whould hear them on the stair's she'd go hide,sometime's it got to the point wheir she
whould'nt go in the kitchen to eat out of her bowl I had to put it in the back of the apt hallway.Ya know this stuff Im writing is real it really happened to a human
being,what Leslie went through was pure hell, and it was real.It was carried out 
by a bunch of social misfit's who cleaverly thought of a way to weir Leslie out and down-all for Michele's goal 
Gaurdianship.In a nutshell,they palyed mindame's with her through her sense 0f hearing, and the dialog they used was desined to cause extreme stres this
was done to activate PAW 
and to keep it activated 
Post Acute withdrawl. 
They used PAW to keep the relapse going and to make sure it kept going. 
To complicate things further, all of the other symptoms of post acute withdrawal become worse during times of high stress. There is a direct relationship
between elevated stress and the severity of PAW. Each intensifies the other. The intensity of PAW creates stress, and stress aggravates PAW and makes it
more severe. 
Sent: Tuesday, March 27, 2007 2:15:58 PMSubject: Woman tortured in dearborn 
Hi Jim... 
Leslie williams was provoked into a relapse and isolated in a upper flat on Steadman street in dearborn were they kept the relapse goin through well developed
"script's is what I call them-a set of dialog set's that wheir tailored along the line's of Leslie's experience's and fears. 
Stress activate's PAW-Paw activate's craving,active addiction occur's,script's are continued to keep PAW and current withdrawl extremly difficult to deal with
stress become's the result PAW is activated again and the cycle is continued. 
Jim Leslie williams moved into the Steadman address in 2001, the activitie's of michele and dennis wise and her freind's did not start until 2002,while these
cycle's of torture took place Leslie was trying to get her using to stop,through seperating her money from herself by buying Post office Money order's and
getting a P.O Box in dearborn & dearborn height's wheir she whould put the m/o in her P.O Box which was quite a distance from her house. 
Im going to omit some thing's here timewise,in other word's the cycle of trying to provoke relapses and keep them goin were basically all that went on in that
house-Everyday,so Leslie started looking for a physical way out. 
Leslie's sister called and she talked Lelsie into calling her parent's because her dad had cancer and was struggling with it, Leslie did'nt really want to because
she and her parent's had no contact since the 80's. 
Because of what her famiily did to her growing up and what she sufferd in the 80's. 
NO contact except a couple of time"phone call's in over 20 year's. 
so Leslie called her parent's and asked to speak to her dad,her mother whould'nt let her unless she talked to her,but is was'nt a polite condition. 
To condense detail's Leslie eventually softened up and her and her mother started talking again. 
Leslie was teling her mother about what was goinmg on were she was living and that someone had been in her apartment on at Least 3 occasion's, she was
being very specific in detailing to her mother that their were people in the house that were deliberatly playing verbal mind games with her. 
So leslie started to talk to her mother about moving out and moving to Tennesse. 
As it was being worked out-Lelsie heard a person say downstair's right after she got off the phone with her mother"Do you think she'll know the difference
between her mother kicking her out and this" 
She heard it loud and clear. 
She was partially conscous about what that statement meant but did'nt fully understand. 
See Leslie did'nt put all of the piece's of what was actually going on on steadman until "After what happened in tennesse,happened. 
Footnote"After Leslie started talking to her mom again 2 of her phone bill's were mysterally taken out of her mail box.she contacted SBC to get copie's they
never arrived"they were stolen to. 
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So Lesllie gave Greg Hayden her 30 day notice-rented a Uhaul and payed them 1000.00 dollar's to take it to Tennesee-and left. 
She drove the u-haul to Tennesse and moved in with her parent's after about 2-3 week's of everything going ok Leslie's mother approached Leslie who was
sitting on the couch from the kitchen,Leslie mother walked out of the kitchen and sat down in a chair 1 foot away from Leslie and said"You know no matter
how much I try to change I just cant'seem to" 
Within 3 day's Leslie's mother and father were dilberatly provoking argument's and when Leslie tryed to seperate herself from them by goin into another room
her mother whould follow her in their and whould continue to provoke Leslie to react. 
When she did verbally -her mother kicked her out. 
Right then and their Leslie remembered what she had heard on steadman"Do you think she'll know the difference between her mother kicking her out and
this". 
So she left and went to a motel-she called ardyce from the motel "Collect" and was 
bgreaking down emotionally"she ended up buying some wine cooler's and later that night she called a cab and asked the cab driver if he knew wheir she could
get some party material"Crack" 
Her nerve's were shot and her PTSD was 100 % activated. 
She was up all night.Footnote after Leslie got off the phone with ardyce her mother called her"see after her mother kicked her out she took a taxi were her
brother was staying". 
He was'nt their but eventually he came and when he pulled up he said you cant stay here, so he drove her to a motel. 
THis is how her mother knew were she was. 
Her mother told her that since she gave Leslie her word that she whould help her find a place she was told that she could come back but that she was only
willing to take Leslie to 1 place"Apartment Hunting Wise."Leslie said ok-See Leslie was trying to transfer her section 8 down their and as Leslie thought about
this she was able to see that their was no way that she whould probably find a place with only 1 effort. 
She was told though that she whould have to get back to her mother's house on her own.Over 25 milie's with a cat in a carry all. Leslie had her cat with her-
Higgins. 
"TrojanHIGGS" 
This was nothing but a set up to get Leslie frazzeled-Her parent's were just trying to get her back to the house for"completion of the manuver's that had been
worked out. 
As soon as she got back to the house they picked another fight with her right off the bat-literally: this was done so they could tell her to get her stuff out of
their shed that daythey knew the only way for her to get her stuff out of their right then and their was to rent a uhaul and pack it-See evryone knew Leslie
whould try and save her Section 8-They also knew she did'nt know her way around down their to look for a place. 
So the effort was desighned to get her back to michigan-cost of going to Tennesse and coming back-over 2000.dollars' this was a way for them to get Lselie
to spend her money while potentiating her for the next set of step's. 
WHich you will see as this story Unfold's. 
Letter of footnote's "Neighbor's will be used this time,when the script's dont work or arnt enough they use people" 
"167" 
Springfield ca-Billy b" 
Buylistenup .com 
Money order stolen that was bought for this item. 
JIM Footnote's you will understand later: 
I mailed alot of stuff to Christie Vaughy-16552 MacArthur-Redford Mich-She was my first therapist I hav'nt seen her in over 10 year's-but I trusted her-313-535-
5680 
Ill email again tommorrow. 
To: jkiertzner@wdiv.comSent: Thursday, March 29, 2007 12:24:56 PMSubject: Women Trtured in Dearborn 
Hi Jim.... 
I forgot to mention that when Leslie was living on steadman,Margret Webb's husband whom Leslie never had gotton along with in the past all of a sudden
started coming over to Leslie's house, His name is Jack Webb-he was going over Leslie's apartment on steadman complaining about Margret-She had
relapsed and Jack said their home was nothing but chaos as a result. 
It was this same point in time that Leslie was noticing thing's were moved about in her apartment,and put back in a way that they were'nt originally positioned. 

tel:(313)%20535-5680
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"Book's magazine's even dishe's,it was also at the same point in time that the verbal mind games were continuing on a regular basis. 
So Leslie attempted 2 thing's,she had a small microcassett taperecorder she used to tape her college classes with she decided to hide it between 5 ceral
boxe's that were on top of her microwave. 
1 day when jack came over unannounced and uninvited as he alway's did: he asked Leslie if she wanted to go get some breakfast-she said why not let me go
get dressed. 
So she went to her room and got a shirt and her pant's and realized her underclothe's were in the bathroom so she took her clothe's into the bathroom and
after she got dressed she open the door-"The bathroom door was'nt shut just closed" she opened the door and began to walk into her bedroom across the hall-
midway their she turned her head because she knew Jack was in the kitchen-she saw him literally leaning over the microwave and looking directly down
inbetween the cereal boxe's. 
This is fact. 
Jack came over to leslie's house and started to flirt with her mildly-more and more on differtent occasion's. 
This was picking up in frequency as Leslie was preparing and planning to move to Tennesse-. 
Leslie and Jack Webb were never intimant. 
Jack tried a couple of time's to talk Lelsie out of moving.And the day before she got her uhaul he asked Leslie to marry him"Margret was murdered in detroit in
between these event's. 
"See in hinesight Leslie realized Jack's kindness-openness and availibiliity-his attempt's to show Lelsie he was her freind was a way to get Lelsie to belive
that he was their for her. 
It was a step in their plan so Leslie whould have someone to run back to after the Tennesse step was completed. 
See Michele and Pat and ardyce know how Leslie think's. 
THey knew that she was the kind've of person that love's to save money-and she had said to them on quite a few occasion's that being a recepiant of section
8 was a big key in enabling her to be able to do that. 
So they were very aware of how Leslie whould handle each step they immplemented. 
Potentiate more resentment and anger with each action-the motive behind each action.THey knew Leslie whould try and save section 8 and the only way she
could do that was top have to come back to Michigan"And boom Jack will be their for her. 
Jim I'm going to email this and the next email will be a interruption in the chain of event's. 
It will be a letter of Footnote's that are alighned with -Pattern's of their behavor's and what they will probably engage in now. 
INSERT ALSO ABOUT "HER"-FOOTNOTE-ARDYCE-KIM-SOBRIETY @ 11 
Footnote "When Leslie was trying tp seperate herself from her money-she went and got 3-different P.O Boxe's on 3 different occasion's-1 of Michele friend's
worked at the Dearborn Post office on greenfield-I only know her first name Kathryn. 
They whould play with her check-social Security check at this location.To produce stress and feeling of powerlessness. 
Footnote"Michele friend's pick up their frequency of verbal mind game's right before and right after the 3'rd of each month-"I whould'nt be surprised based on
past behavior's that when the verbal game's dont work they use people-including landlord's "i.e...30 day notice's--which is done to produce anxiety-get her to
relapse and then when she has no money she has no other choice than to run to the hospital-whier they record Leslie is homeless due to drug use-. 
To: jkiertzner@wdiv.comSent: Saturday, March 31, 2007 12:50:34 PMSubject: Woman Tortured in Dearborn. 
Hi Jim 
I mailed a letter to Christy Vaughy a old therapist that I used to trust, included in the letter was a recipt from heritage hospital. 
If Christy has gotton all of the letters that I have written her since the torture has started and if you can get them from her it whould answer some hole's in the
timeline of event's. 
I think it whould be productive for you to call her -I really need to know from you if she got the 1 I sent last week that included 3 thing's- 
A letter, a reciept from heritage and this yahoo email account -password and ID #. 
I have not heard from you since your initial reply. 
My phone number is 1-615-384-3141-= Will you let me know if their is a 1-800 # I can get through to you with. 
To: jkiertzner@wdiv.comSent: Monday, April 2, 2007 1:06:51 PMSubject: Woman Tortured in Dearborn 
Hi Jim... 
I want to let you know that Leslie finally got the program of AA, in October of 2004. 
She had went to meeting for year's and the few thing's that she was able to remember were short phrases like stay in today, practice peace, one day at a

tel:(615)%20384-3141
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time, she was also going to library's and studying on the Internet about her ADHD,Dyslexia, and possible different learning style's associated with these
syndrome's" Their is one book-"Right brain Children in a Left Brain world" that clearly shows ADHD individuals think in picture's: Leslie knew this was her
thinking style-anyways their is a AA cassette tape a " Joe and Charlie tape that describes when a Alcoholic gets to emotionally upset he may be headed for
trouble and that this is the reason why Alcoholic's should watch their emotional Barometer." 
Leslie was able to remember this immediately"this description after she heard this on the cassette was automatically put in her working memory.Because
"Barometer"has pictorial representation". 
Between this working for her and the current event's that she was experiencing on steadman"and the strategies of separating herself from her
money"i.e...putting her money in her P.O Box away from home:" she was able to stay clean and sober before she left steadman:. 
In a previous email I mentioned that Leslie had 4 month's clean when her mother kicked her out-it was actually 7 month's as of April 2004: any way's after her
mother kicking her out and her ability to synthesis that it was a collective effort: her anger, resentment and PTSD symptom's from what her mother did in the
80's kicked in Leslie relapsed, the night her mother kicked her out in Tennessee. 
I have already explained in my last email's what happened the next day.  
Posted by Learning Disabled Woman tortured in Dearborn Mi at
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